Prediction

Reading Comprehension Worksheet

Practice
A parent or tutor should read to the student and help the student to record their answers.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Making a **prediction** is guessing *what happens next*.

The title of a book can help you guess what you will see inside it.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Listen to the title of the book. Then look at the pictures to guess what *you will see inside the book*.

1. Circle the picture that shows a good guess about *what you will see inside the book*.

[How Tiger Got his Stripes]

[Tiger] [Elephant] [Hippopotamus]
2. Circle the picture that shows a good guess about what you will see inside the book.

Bear Gets a Haircut

3. Circle the picture that shows a good guess about what you will see inside the book.

Kim Kangaroo Needs a Friend

4. Here is another book title. What is a good guess about what you will see inside the book?

Joanie Helps with the Laundry
Answer Key

1. Tiger

2. Bears

3. Kangaroo

4. Accept any reasonable answer, such as baskets of dirty laundry, a washing machine, laundry soap, etc.